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Abstract. We propose a method that identiﬁes from Web pages pairs of keywords in which one word describes the other and uses these relations to modify the query. It takes into account the positions of the words in the page structures when counting their occurrences and applies statistical tests to examine the diﬀerences between word co-occurrence rates. It ﬁnds related keywords more robustly regardless of the word type than the conventional methods, which do not consider page structures. It can also identify subject and description keywords in the user’s input and ﬁnd additional keywords for detailing the query. By considering the document structures, our method can construct queries that are more focused on the user’s topic of interest.
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Introduction



The most commonly used method for ﬁnding information on the Web is using a search engine. However, the results of search engines usually contain many pages not of interest to the user, making it diﬃcult for many users to formulate queries appropriate for ﬁnding information of interest [1]. Various techniques for helping users formulate queries have been proposed. For example, query expansion automatically or interactively reformulates queries by using synonymous or related terms [2]. Several commercial Web search engines now have a function for recommending keywords to users. Current approaches emphasize formulating a query as an appropriate set of keywords by adding keywords. However, when a user selects several keywords for a query, he/she may assume that these keywords play diﬀerent roles in describing the topic of interest. For example, the user may think of one keyword as the subject and the other keywords as describing various aspects of the subject. A simple set of words approach thus may not well represent the potential diﬀerent ways to describe the topic. In this paper, we describe a method that uses Web page structures. Keywords on diﬀerent parts of a Web page generally play diﬀerent roles in describing the subject. Keywords in the title likely represent the overall subject, while those in the body likely describe topics related to the subject. Web pages that have
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Fig. 1. Web pages with same words but in diﬀerent positions



the same keywords, A and B, but in diﬀerent positions, as shown in Figure 1, should be treated diﬀerently based on this distinction. Several search engines like Google1 provide functions for using page structures in a Web search. Although representing queries by specifying the positions of keywords on the page seems promising, it has not been used much so far. One of the problems is that it is diﬃcult for a user to formulate a query using these structures. Thus, we propose a method for identifying keywords for the subject and keywords for the description in the user’s input and for formulating a query incorporating document structures. For this purpose, we ﬁrst extract pairs of a subject and a description from a large set of Web pages by counting the co-occurrences of words in diﬀerent positions in the documents. Then we identify the subject keywords in the user’s query and ﬁnd other keywords describing the subject by referring to the subject-description relations. Based on the user’s feedback, a new keyword is added to the query to specify the topic in more detail. In the next section, we deﬁne some notations. Section 3 describes the method for identifying subject-description relations from Web page structures. Section 4 describes the method for using these relations to modify the query. We show experimental results in Section 5 and discuss related work in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
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Definitions



We deﬁne the notations used in this paper. A, B, . . . denote keywords, and intitle(A) denotes the condition that keyword A should appear in the title portion of page. The title portion is text surrounded by 








 html tags. DF (X) means the number of pages that match query X. For example, DF (intitle(A)) is the number of Web pages containing keyword A in the 1
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title. P (B|A) denotes the conditional probability that a page contains keyword B given that the page contains keyword A. We can empirically calculate this probability as follows: DF (A ∧ B) p(B|A) = . (1) DF (A) Similarly, P (B|intitle(A)) denotes the conditional probability that a page contains keyword B given that the page contains keyword A in the title: p(B|intitle(A)) =



DF (intitle(A) ∧ B) . DF (intitle(A))



(2)



We call keywords that represent the overall subject subject keywords and keywords that describe a related topic in detail description keywords.



3 3.1



Identifying Topics from Web Page Structures Word Co-occurrence Statistics Taking into Account Positions of Words on Pages



Generally, we assume that words in the title portion of a document describe the overall subject while words in the body describe topics related to the subject. This means we can identify topical relations between words using document structures. Given word A, if we ﬁnd another word B that frequently appears in documents that have word A in their title, we can expect with high conﬁdence that B is used to describe a topic of A. Of course, the above assumption does not hold for all pages. That is, all words in the title do not necessarily describe the overall subject, and all words in the body do not necessarily describe the topic. Therefore, to eliminate the noise from the many exceptions, we rely on the index of the search engine and apply statistical techniques to the data. If P (B|intitle(A)) is high, then when word A appears in the title, there is a high probability that word B appears on the page. We can possibly identify keywords that detail the topic of keyword A by looking for a keyword B that yields a high value of P (B|intitle(A)). However, if B is a common word that frequently appears on any page regardless of the presence of word A, a high value does not necessarily mean that keyword B details the topic of word A. For example, words like “information” and “page” occur on many Web pages regardless of the topic, so they have a high value of P (B|intitle(A)) for any word A. Presenting these words would not be helpful to the user. To avoid this problem, we also look at the simple co-occurrence probability that does not take the positions of keywords into account. Keyword B with a high value of P (B|A) is a word that frequently co-occurs with A regardless of its position in the document. We can identify keywords that detail the topic of keyword A more precisely by comparing the values of P (B|A) and P (B|intitle(A)) and selecting only keywords that have a higher P (B|intitle(A)) than P (B|A): DF (intitle(A) ∧ B) DF (A ∧ B) > . DF (intitle(A)) DF (A)



(3)
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Class C1 Class C2 Total



3.2



Class D1 Class D2 Total x11 x12 c1 x21 x22 c2 d1 d2 N



Examining the Statistical Significance



There is a possibility that coincidences make P (B|intitle(A)) higher than P (B|A). To estimate the statistical signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence between the two rates, we use the χ2 test, which is also used in pruning decision trees [3] and reﬁning association rules [4]. Let us consider the case in which the population is categorized as C1 , C2 and D1 , D2 based on attributes C and D, respectively. As described using a 2x2 contingency table (Table 1), we denote the observed frequency of each category in a sample of size N as c1 , c2 and d1 , d2 , and denote the observed frequency 2 of the 2 class of “Ci and Dj ” as xij (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2), where j=1 xij = ci , i=1 xij = dj . In this case, 2  2  (xij − ci dj /N )2 (4) χ20 = ci dj /N i=1 j=1 obeys a χ2 distribution with degree of freedom 1. If we chose a signiﬁcance level of α, and the value of χ20 is larger than the upper α point of the distribution, we can conclude that the two attributes are statistically dependent. This technique can be used to determine the statistical signiﬁcance between the two co-occurrence rates, P (B|A) and P (B|intitle(A)). For example, when the subject keyword is “Hungary” and a candidate description keyword is “Budapest,” class C1 is the set of pages containing “Hungary” in the title, and class C2 is the set of pages containing “Hungary” on other parts of the page. Class D1 is the set of pages containing “Budapest,” and class D2 is the set of pages that do not. (Please note that in this case all pages contain keyword “Hungary.”) Table 2 is the contingency table in this case. We can calculate the value of each cell in Table 2 by entering queries into a search engine like Google. According to a table of χ2 distributions with one degree of freedom [5], the upper 5th percentile of the distribution is 3.84. The value for χ20 (752.86) is greater than 3.84. Therefore, with a signiﬁcance level of 5%, we can say that “Budapest” appears more frequently on pages with “Hungary” in the title than on pages with “Hungary” elsewhere. Please note that the value of χ20 becomes large not only when the occurrences of the words are positively correlated, but also when they are negatively correlated. This corresponds to the case in which P (B|intitle(A)) is signiﬁcantly lower than P (B|A). To eliminate these cases, we also need to consider condition (3).
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Table 2. Contingency table for subject keyword “Hungary” and candidate detailing keyword “Budapest”



“Hungary” in title “Hungary” elsewhere Total
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“Budapest” No “Budapest” Total 979 2,741 3,720 11,121 86,159 97,280 12,100 88,900 101,000



Incorporating Web Page Structures into Query Modification



In this section, we describe a method for incorporating Web page structures into query modiﬁcation. Presenting additional keywords derived from the subjectdescription relations rather than merely presenting related keywords focuses the modiﬁed query more on the user’s topic of interest. To ensure quick response to the user, we determine subject-description relations between keywords on the Web beforehand by using the method presented in the previous section. We assume a user inputs a set of keywords A1 , A2 , . . . as a query without specifying their positions on pages. Our method ﬁrst identiﬁes subject keywords among the user’s input keywords. To illustrate this process, we use directed graph G composed of keywords as nodes and of edges between keywords. We deﬁne Ai → Aj as an edge with Aj as a description keyword of Ai . We want to ﬁnd the “highest” nodes that have no antecedent in the graph. However, the graph may have circles, and in such cases we cannot deﬁne highest nodes. Thus, we convert the graph into a DAG (directed acyclic graph), which has no cycles, by using strongly connected component decomposition [6]. An SCC (strongly connected component) is a maximal subgraph in which each node is reachable from every other node, and any node is reachable from itself. We decompose the directed graph into a set of SCCs, G1 , G2 , . . .. Then we make a new graph in which each SCC in the original graph is a node and there is an edge between nodes if there are edges between the corresponding SCCs. The resulting graph has no cycles, so we can ﬁnd highest nodes (SCCs in the original graph) G1 , G2, . . . in it. We regard the set of keywords in the highest nodes, set S = {Ai |Ai ∈ G1 ∪  G2 ∪ · · ·}, as the set of subject keywords. The set of other keywords in the user’s query, set D = {Ai |Ai ∈ G1 ∪ G2 ∪ · · ·}, is regarded as the set of description keywords. For each subject keyword, we ﬁnd description keywords that do not appear in the user’s query from the set of predetermined subject-description relations. We select a predeﬁned number, M , of these description keywords based on the signiﬁcance values given by (4) and present them to the user. We add keyword B  selected by the user to the set of description keywords and formulate a new structured query: subject keywords S plus original description keywords D plus new description keyword B  . Our algorithm for query modiﬁcation is summarized in Fig. 2.
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// A1 , A2 , . . . : Keywords input by user // M : Number of keywords presented to user 1. Construct directed graph G where A1 , A2 , . . . are nodes and there exists edge Ai → Aj when keyword Aj describes Ai . 2. Decompose G into a set of SCCs, G1 , G2 , . . .. Construct DAG in which each SCC is a node and there is an edge between nodes if there are edges between SCCs. 3. Find the “highest” nodes (SCCs in the original graph) G1 , G2 , . . . that do not have antecedents in the DAG; determine the set of subject keywords S = {Ai |Ai ∈ G1 ∪ G2 ∪ · · ·} and the set of description keywords D = {Ai |Ai ∈ G1 ∪ G2 ∪ · · ·}. 4. For each Ai ∈ S, ﬁnd additional description keywords Bk that do not appear in the query such that Ai → Bk . 5. Select M keywords in {Bk } based on the values of (4). 6. Let B  be the keyword selected by the user. Form a new query that speciﬁes S as subject keywords and D ∪ {B  } as description keywords. Fig. 2. Algorithm for query modiﬁcation
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Experiments



We tested our method for ﬁnding new description keywords for several examples of subject keywords. 5.1



Data Set



To ensure we used a statistically signiﬁcant number of Web pages, we used Google Web APIs,2 a Web service for searching Google’s index. Google limits the number of queries to 1000 per day, and calculating the values of P (B|A) and P (B|intitle(A)) for every keyword B in the vocabulary given subject keyword A is a time-consuming task, so we approximated P (B|intitle(A)): p(B|intitle(A)) 



DFsample (intitle(A) ∧ B) , K



(5)



where DFsample (intitle(A) ∧ B) is the number of Web pages containing word B among the sample pages. We collected K sample pages for each subject keyword A by submitting query intitle(A) to the search engine. To reduce the bias caused by the ranking algorithm of the search engine, we ﬁrst obtained as many URLs as possible (Google allows viewing of up to 1000 results) and then randomly selected K URLs and downloaded them. Then we submitted query A ∧ B and obtained P (B|A) for only the words B that had a value of (5) larger than predeﬁned minimum value p. This reduced the number of queries submitted to the search engine. The reason we did not use sampling to obtain P (B|A) was that a search engine usually ranks pages with keywords in the title even if they are not speciﬁed in the query, and this distorts the distribution of samples. 2



http://www.google.com/apis/
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Examples of Identified Keywords



We set the number of sample pages, K, to 100 and downloaded from the Web as samples 100 of the pages that matched query intitle(A). We used a morphological parser for the Japanese language, ChaSen,3 to extract the nouns from these Web pages. We also extracted the compound nouns, which are composed of two or more words, by turning on an option of ChaSen. We set threshold p to 0.05 and calculated χ20 for words that occurred more frequently than this threshold and that also satisﬁed condition (3). We performed statistical tests with a signiﬁcance level of 0.05 and extracted only signiﬁcant words as description keywords. Table 3 lists up to ten description keywords for each subject keyword. For example, when we set subject word A to “Hungary,” our method identiﬁed various words for describing Hungary, such as names of places (“Budapest” and “Danube”), a sight (“palace”), the currency (“forint”), and the ethnicity (“Magyar”). An unsuccessful example is the subject keyword “Kyoto.” Only a few keywords were found, apparently because the top pages of universities and companies in Kyoto accounted for a large portion of the samples, and many of these pages were “splash” pages, i.e., pages with little textual content describing the topic. We also selected up to ten other keywords found in the same experiment and ranked them in decreasing order of conditional probability, P (B|intitle(A)). These words, which are not shown due to space limitations, include many general words irrelevant to the subject (such as “home page”) and more general words for the subject (“nation” and “Europe” for “Hungary”). This indicates that the eﬀect of the diﬀerence between P (B|intitle(A)) and P (B|A) must be considered. 5.3



Comparison with Other Methods



Sanderson and Croft [7] proposed extracting a concept hierarchy based on subset relations between sets of documents. They deﬁne word A as a parent of word B when p(A|B) = 1, p(B|A) < 1 . In this case, the set of documents with word B is a subset of the set of documents with word A (Fig. 3). To avoid the eﬀect of noise, they relax the condition: p(A|B) ≥ 0.8, p(B|A) < 1 . Table 4 lists keywords extracted using this criterion from the same set of sample pages as used for the experiment whose results are shown in Table 3. We omitted from the table subject keywords for which we could ﬁnd no description keywords. This method seemed to work well enough for common nouns like “environment,” but it failed to ﬁnd as many keywords for proper nouns or newly coined words. 3
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Table 3. Description keywords identiﬁed for subject keywords. (The original keywords were Japanese.) Type of noun Place name



Subject keyword “Hungary”



Description keyword “Buda,” “Matyas,” “Budapest,” “Danube,” “Pest,” “Magyar,” “palace,” “forint,” “Hungarian,” “Hungarian people,” “Budapest” “ﬁsherman,” “parliament,” “palace,” “bastion,” “goulash,” “paprika,” “Danube,” “hero’s square,” “Matyas,” “light up” “Iraq” “sanction,” “Hussein,” “Baghdad,” “US-British army,” “inspection,” “gulf,” “resolution,” “principle,” “political power,” “destruction” “Kyoto” “guide,” “free” Persons’ name, “Koichi Tanaka” “desorption/ionization,” “very,” Group name “biological macromolecule,” “Mr. Tanaka,” “engineer,” “eccentric,” “Nobel prize in chemistry,” “Mr. Koichi Tanaka,” “protein” “Einstein” “special relativity,” “general relativity,” “theory of relativity,” “speed of light” “Graduate School “disaster management information systems,” of Informatics, “social information network,” Kyoto University” “symposium on social informatics,” “social informatics model,” “related page link,” “Prof. Kariya,” “ﬂuency,” “emergency management systems,” “global information network,” “distributed information systems” “Hanshin Tigers” “Irabu,” “Igawa,” “advance,” “Trakey,” “manager Hoshino,” “Hanshin fan,” “Imaoka,” “agreement,” “tiger,” “Rokkou” Common noun “SARS” “cough,” “remedy,” “washing hands,” “fever,” “diﬃculty in breathing,” “severe acute respiratory syndrome,” “ministry of health, labor and welfare,” “seeing a doctor,” “health center,” “suspicious case” “quantum computer” “very,” “teleportation,” “quantum mechanism,” “qubit,” “factorization,” “decipherment,” “realization,” “all over the world,” “the present time” “environment” “hormone-disrupting chemicals,” “environmental conservation,” “waste,” “recycle” “global warming” “greenhouse gas,” “methane,” “abnormal weather,” “carbon dioxide,” “drastic,” “average temperature,” “temperature,” “Kyoto protocol,” “change,” “climate change”
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Web Pages with keyword A



Pages with keyword B



Fig. 3. Example of a subset relation



This could be because proper nouns, such as people names and place names, and newly coined words are described not only by other proper nouns or new words, but also by common nouns. In many cases, a common noun also describes other subjects, and the set of pages with this common noun cannot be a subset of the set of pages with a subject noun. For instance, the common noun “palace” describes the proper noun “Hungary.” The king of Hungary’s palace is a popular destination for tourists in Hungary, and many Web pages on Hungary mention it. However, many palaces exist in many countries, and the word “palace” appears in Web pages on other countries like “Czech.” Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4, the subset relation method cannot ﬁnd the word “palace.” Given a proper noun or a new word as a subject, subset relations fail to ﬁnd keywords describing common nouns. In contrast, our method can identify such keywords because it uses information on positions of keywords in documents. Words in a description of a vocabulary entry in a dictionary are typical words that detail the headword. We checked whether keywords found by our method also appear in descriptions of the subject keyword in Japanese dictionaries.4 Eight of the twelve subject keywords shown in Table 3 appear in such vocabulary entries. Only 20% of the description keywords for these eight keywords are also used in the dictionary descriptions. This might be because the Web and dictionaries describe the subject from diﬀerent viewpoints. For example, most dictionaries describe names of countries in terms of their geography or history, while Web pages focus more on sightseeing or current aﬀairs, reﬂecting users’ interests. With our method, we can also ﬁnd keywords for subjects not listed in dictionaries, and this is another advantage of using the Web as a source of information.
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Table 4. Results based on subset relations. (The original keywords were Japanese.) Type of noun Place name



Description keyword “Hungarian,” “Hungarian people,” “forint,” “Matyas” “Iraq” “Iraq issue,” “Hussein administration,” “Iraq war,” “Iraq attack,” “US-British army,” “Hussein” Persons’ name, “Koichi Tanaka” “Mr. Koichi Tanaka,” Group name “desorption/ionization” “Graduate School of Informatics,” “symposium on social informatics,” “Kyoto University” “social informatics model,” “Prof. Kariya,” “social information network” Common noun “environment” “environmental conservation,” “environmental report,” “waste,” “hormone-disrupting chemicals,” “global environment,” “environmental activity,” “environmental education,” “environmental problems,” “conservation,” “recycle” “global warming” “battle against global warming,” “combating global warming,” “global warming issue,” “greenhouse eﬀect”
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Subject keyword “Hungary”



Related Work



As mentioned in Section 5.3, Sanderson and Croft [7] proposed extracting a concept hierarchy based on subset relations between sets of documents. One of the problems in using subset relations for ﬁnding concept hierarchies is that exact subset relations rarely occur between a subject keyword of a proper noun and a description keyword of a common noun. On the other hand, if we make the threshold of p(A|B) too low, it becomes far from a subset relation, so the problem of extracting many irrelevant words arises. Glover et al. [8] proposed a method for determining parent, self, and child keywords for a set of Web pages, where self words describe the cluster and parent and child words describe more general and more speciﬁc concepts, respectively. Their method is based on the relative frequency of keywords in and out the cluster. They also use the textual contexts of links to the pages, called extended anchor text, to discover term relations. They do not distinguish keywords in diﬀerent positions when counting occurrences. Our approach diﬀers in that it
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Fig. 4. Example where subset relation does not hold



explicitly uses information about where keywords appear in pages to determine relations between keywords. Related work on ﬁnding hyponyms from text has been done in natural language processing [9]. Lexico-syntactic patterns like “A, such as B” are used to ﬁnd hypernym-hyponym pairs from a large collection of text documents. However, hyponyms found using these patterns are not always useful in Web searches because they are not based on document frequencies, which means that searching with these words sometimes results in too few documents being found. Liu et al. [10] proposed using the Web for in-depth learning about a particular topic, like reading a book or surveying papers. Their method identiﬁes subtopics and salient concepts of the topic. Then it ﬁnds and organizes informative pages containing descriptions of the topic and subtopics. We believe our technique can be used to support this type of application as well as to modify queries. Our method is a kind of query structuring. While previous research on query structuring has dealt with the problem of searching Web databases [11], ours is aimed at supporting general Web searches. We also developed a system that automatically formulates multiple queries by incorporating diﬀerent topic structures into the user’s input keywords, ﬁnds queries that yield the most diﬀerent search results, and displays the results to the user for comparison [12]. This helps users ﬁnd queries with structures appropriate for their information needs.
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Conclusion



We have proposed a method that identiﬁes pairs of a subject word and a description word from Web pages and uses these relations to modify queries. We take into account the positions of words when counting their occurrences and apply statistical tests to examine the diﬀerence between co-occurrence rates. This enables us to ﬁnd related words more robustly than existing methods that use simple subset relations. Our method can also identify subject keywords and
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description keywords in the user’s input and propose additional description keywords to be added to the query. Results of experiments demonstrated that it can ﬁnd appropriate description keywords from a set of Web pages. Our future work includes evaluating the identiﬁed relations in user testing.
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